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Background: Most people think of fireflies when it comes to bioluminescent or glowin-the-dark organisms, but many other organisms use bioluminescence as well to
communicate, ward off predators, or attract their meal. On land and in fresh water, it is
fairly rare with only a handful of bioluminescent mushrooms and insects (not including
the recently developed abundance of transgenic glowing organisms like tobacco or
rabbits). In the ocean, however, and the deep sea in particular where it is the only source
of light, bioluminescence is used by a multitude of creatures: fish, squid, jellyfish,
sponges, algae. We propose construction of a small exhibit which will teach children
about bioluminescence and allow them to ‘draw’ the bioluminescence onto glow-in-thedark cutouts of the organisms using fiber optic ‘pens’. This exhibit could be positioned in
SciTech near the “shadowbox”.
Goals: Teach children about the utility of bioluminescence by various organisms (it isn’t
just for show!). Children would learn how creatures communicate with and relate to each
other using bioluminescence, and how bioluminescence is particularly useful in their
environment (counterillumination camouflage).
Target Museum: SciTech
Target Audience: Grades K-10 (benchmarks addressed in appendix 1)
Big Idea: Fireflies, jellyfish, and other organisms are using bioluminescence to
communicate, protect themselves, and feed themselves.

Detailed Project Description:
This demo will be a fun, hands-on small exhibit to showcase several bioluminescent
organisms, and explain why glowing is useful to their survival.
The exhibit would feature a series of pictures of glowing fish, mushrooms, insects, (the
pictures could be backlit). Short explanations and illustrations of how each organism uses
its bioluminescence would accompany the pictures (for example, see below).
Above and around the display would be sprays of optical fibers with several long
jacketed (reinforced) fibers terminated with marking-pen-like housing for the children to
easily grasp.

Next to each picture would be the outline of the organism in black traced onto glow-inthe-dark vinyl board. There are a few options for this. 1. an opaque panel labeled “lift to
see where I glow” could cover each organism outline. An arrangement of optical fibers
behind the vinyl could have illuminated the location of glowing anatomy on the
organisms. 2. Children can use the optical fiber ‘pens’ to draw the bioluminescence onto
the glow in the dark organism outlines. The ‘pens’ could be thick single fibers or fiber
bundles to mimic a paintbrush. There will be some expanse of glowboard for children to
draw in ‘glowing ink’ with the optical fibers.
Dinoflagellates are apparently easy to grow and can be purchased in kits
http://seafarms.com/html/products.html. Perhaps a sample vial could be present or the
microscope that is currently set up next to the shadowbox could be fixed up so children
can look at the dinoflagellates glowing under the microscope. It may be possible to get
other glow in the dark dried organisms that require zero maintenance. There is a shrimp
from Japan that glows even when dried.

Science behind the exhibit:
Organisms that use bioluminescence rely on the reactions of other organisms to a
glowing object. In general, light in dark places attracts other creatures. Flashes of light
repel them. Most marine organisms use blue bioluminescence because it travels much
farther than red under water. As a result, most marine organisms have photoreceptors that
are only sensitive to blue light. Here are some ways organisms use bioluminescence:
-Fireflies use their flashes to attract other fireflies

-Glow worms, jellyfish, and anglerfish attract smaller creatures for food
-Dynoflagellates (algae) and lanternfish produce bright flashes to confuse predators
-Squid have glowing patters that help camouflage them by counterillumination (below)
-Black Dragonfish use red bioluminescence as a flashlight in the deep ocean. The red
light is invisible to other fish but they have developed a receptor system that allows them
to detect this light bouncing off their prey.
Evaluation: The evaluation would consist of two parts – prototyping and testing. The
biology and optical fiber glowboard would be tested separately before putting everything
together. The science information content will be tested by assembling a mock-up of the
bioluminescent organisms photos with lesson captions at scitech. After observing
children looking at the photos and captions, they would be briefly asked about why some
creatures glow. Their responses will inform us what photos are most attractive and what
explanations are most understandable. The optical fiber and glowboard must be evaluated
for successful use and durability. The set-up will take some tinkering to determine
optimal lamp power, fiber thickness, and fiber cladding/marker handle design. The
glowing streak visibility of the glowboard is good under normal fluorescent room
illumination as determined by shining a mini-maglight onto a glowboard sample we have
obtained from the supplier (Jalite)

Appendix 1: Specific Lesson Examples
Photos from http://www.lifesci.ucsb.edu/~biolum/organism/photo.html unless otherwise
noted.
Example Lesson 1: Why do squid glow to escape predators?

Left: photo of illuminated squid. The small beads of red on the tentacles are the
bioluminescent parts. Right: Bioluminescence from squid.
Lights in dark places like the ocean usually attract other fish. But many fish hunt by
swimming deep and looking up towards the surface for the shadow of their food.

To these predators, a squid looks like a dark shadow.
If the squid glows, it is camouflaged. It blends in with the sunlight shining down into the
water. This is called ‘counterillumination’

Glowing squids are much harder to see.
Example Lesson 2: Why do glow worms glow?
Glow worms live in dark caves. Their glowing bodies attract other tiny insects which get
stuck in their sticky threads. Glow worms reel in the threads for a tasty meal.

Jellyfish glow to attract food too.
Example Lesson 3: Why do tiny algae glow in the sea?
Some parts of the ocean glow when the waves crash or you paddle your canoe. This is
caused by tiny plants called algae. They flash their bioluminescence when they’re
disturbed. People think this helps them survive because 1. steady lights attract other
creatures but moving flashing lights scare them away, 2. the glowing can attract other fish
to come and eat whatever is trying to eat the algae, and 3. if a fish eats the glowing algae
it glows in the fish’s stomach, making it an easier target for its predators.

Appendix 2: Benchmarks Achieved in the Illinois State Learning Goals
for science.
http://www.isbe.state.il.us/ils/science/pdf/goal12.pdf
STATE GOAL 12: Understand the fundamental concepts, principles and interconnections
of the life, physical and earth/space sciences.
A. Know and apply concepts that explain how living things function, adapt and
change.
EARLY ELEMENTARY
12.A.1a Identify and describe the component parts of living things (e.g., birds have
feathers; people have bones, blood, hair, skin) and their major functions.
MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
12.A.3c Compare and contrast how different forms and structures reflect different
functions (e.g., similarities and differences among animals that fly, walk or swim;
structures of plant cells and animal cells).
B. Know and apply concepts that describe how living things interact with each other
and with their environment.
EARLY ELEMENTARY
12.B.1a Describe and compare characteristics of living things in relationship to their
environments.
LATE ELEMENTARY
12.B.2b Identify physical features of plants and animals that help them live in different
environments (e.g., specialized teeth for eating certain foods, thorns for protection,
insulation for cold temperature).
MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
12.B.3b Compare assess features organisms for adaptive, competitive and survival
potential (e.g., appendages, reproductive rates, camouflage, defensive structures).
EARLY HIGH SCHOOL
12.B.4a Compare physical, ecological and behavioral factors that influence interactions
and interdependence of organisms.

